
Appendix 10 

BNC Concordance lines for /ɡl/

truly successful company is one which adopts global marketing strategies that can be tailored

International Herald Tribune 18 October Global Warming Met Office storms theory The

research into the links between society and global climate change has been opened by the Social

arouses from time to time. Land of Hope and Glory , is one that almost is a substitute for

thought his grit in loneliness came From glassy evenings on Capri, all the same, With two

sat in one of those cafes with the plate glass windows looking out on to the beach and

them as totally professional. They were glad to have him in the gang and he was delighted

my second pilot just remarked that he was glad we did not bomb Mannheim, and I asked why

to produce their glossy magazines, their glossy leaflets I didn't need the R S P C A or

being bolshie? He flicked her a cool glance . `If I'd known in time, I wouldn't have

Silvia probably hatched up last night.' He glowered down at her. `I heard you go to her room

the small amount of red wine still in her glass . `I'm just so miserable and fed up, and

that matter,' he murmured drily, his eyes glinting with amusement at her flustered, hastily

par for the course.' She avoided his gaze, glad that he had mistaken the real reason behind

it now. `Ready?' She flushed as a glint of humour flared briefly in his eyes. Studiously

gone as heavily lashed eyes opened wide to glare accusingly in Lindsey's direction. `Who

herself she had imagined the almost feral glint behind the long, dark lashes as Niall said

Shall we sit by the window?' he enquired, glancing down at her. Then, without bothering to

railway station. Shiona stole a secret glance at Jake's profile. In a strange sort of

her. She took a nervous mouthful from her glass . `Have you come here to tell me that you

matched than I thought.' His pale eyes glittered spitefully as he smiled at her before walking

frame. Shaking the loose shards of glass from the splintered frame, she stared down

potential user with a number of answers at a glance . The practising teacher or school librarian

it casually but Rachel threw him a sharp glance . Had he heard about her romance with Ian

for people erm we are like minnows in a global situation. And so you can see by the Tolstoy

climatic apocalypse yet The effects of global warming have been fairly benign so far,

, helping to offset some of the risks of global warming, according to research by the Institute

March (BBC Summary of World Broadcasts) Global Warming Coastal cities face twin drowning

America in particular. The latter could have a global impact, pushing up grain prices substantially

Well, they'd find out soon, she thought, glancing at her watch, and then stared in amazement

something about Elaine,' she began. She glanced at him. He shrugged. `Carry on. However

to you!' she swore softly, her tawny eyes gleaming as she gazed unseeing across the room.

complex made the white walls of the villas glow , set off against the tall graceful cypresses

and abdomen, then made her drink a large glass of water. `I think the stone will appear

the Raybans again now, but his sideways glance was quizzical. `I like sailing single-handed

impersonal monotone. Even so, Virginia was glad when they finally reached the baths and

beneath the faded bermudas and T-shirt. Glancing around, she deduced from the sounds drifting

said unhesitatingly. His white teeth gleamed . `What makes you think that?' `Because

chandeliers suddenly flashed on, dispelling the gloom . Turning, she found Michele almost at her

was something very cold-blooded about the glitter in Mr Blake's admittedly fascinating eyes



and it certainly isn't Mrs Foster's. I'm glad he's here. It felt like a ship with no

were inclined that way.' `And I'm not glamorous , and I don't have any ambition to be either

the ballroom with Caroline in tow. People glanced at them as they went by; the ugly little

thinking, cara , that has brought such a glow to your eyes?' Caroline looked at

'll set him free as soon as he's fit.' She glanced at her watch. `That's our first surgery

On her way back to the surgery, Sophie glanced at her watch and realised with a start

dirty.' Penry gave her a fulminating glance , then shrugged. `All right. But since you

she thought as she discovered his sharp glance on her - she was supposed to be a journalist

two blousy women hiding their age. They glance up dully when we come in. Then they look

mezzanine to the station platform. When I glance to my left I see why. Up from the

fatal accident inquiry into drugs deaths in Glasgow . KIRSTY YOUNG Her daughter Margaret

hundred and fifty people were evacuated from a Glasgow nightclub when a fire ripped through the

denied, spiritualising her sex. Her art is gloriously female. Her great painful and ecstatic

, some Asclepiadaceae synthesize cardiac glycosides as defence but some danaid butterflies

and the diminishing of reserves. In this gloomy state of affairs, attention is being focused

The referee was Eric Martindale from Glasgow . Our commentator, as usual, Gerry McNee

shock of delight? A wave of pleasure? A glow of contentment? SUMMERCHILD: I think

failure to gather the QPR cross was pretty glaring in my opinion. emailinc Theres four

securing underneath with sticky tape or glue . Stand the cake upright on the drum. 4

vertically. Sandwich the two halves together with glaze , one on top of the other, to form a large

eight decades of flight, not as gung-ho gladiators (as many view the fighter pilot), but as

his eyes glinting madly behind his wire glasses , `but what is the name?' He sounded

appropriate. But that law has upon it a rich gloss of practice, realism, and political sophistication

crisp and laundered fresh. Those crustaceous gladioli , on the sly, reveal the crimson flower-flesh

. The river's set with silver, laid with glass . With open, stopped and double diapason

his throat loudly enough to make Ligulf glance at him and then sit back. But his voice

Forne. `The scouts say it looks at first glance as if thousands are leaving. It's only

information networks, strengthen by the needs of globalised industrial, social and economic structures

remember seeing this gleaming limousine gliding through the streets of Ipswich? They

behind reared aloft, she glued her eye to the glass . Inside, the lads were all enjoying

physics and myths, The stars no more Than glittering dust, With no one there To hear our choral

30th May. This is a fairly new Gallery, Glasgow where her work was exhibited from 15th

but not necessarily as a helix, rather in glide planes. Branching in the side group

existence of the phenomenon which we call the glass transition. 12.10 Factors affecting

winning,' Gabriel said. There was a gloomy silence. `What d'you think, Woody

fats and oils and break them down into the glycerol and fatty acids that are readily absorbed

plays a leading and responsible role in the global community. I am very honoured as

your predecessor?' asked Milton. ` Glastonbury ? He was pushed out. Not that he's the worst

Nevertheless, he could pick up very little. Glastonbury was certainly upset, although that didn't

same meal,' Amiss overheard him saying, as globules of congealed snuff quivered in his nostrils

her eyes off the road for an instant to glance at him. `What have rats got to do

to the rescue. Back from my vacation at glorious unsunny Bucket World. Refreshed, revived

Bridget said. `I'm sure Geoffrey wasn't gloating . It was just thoughtlessness.' She adopted

the TNCs. The underlying goal of keeping global capitalism on course is in constant tension



Chambers of Commerce that straddles the globe . Prominent among these organizations is

In order to lay bare the workings of the global system we must focus on the TNC. As the

wouldn't you think just one person would be glad to help me?' she wailed when Ellie asked

be kept on hooks near the stove top, and glasses can be kept in a cabinet near the washing

gratification; the acknowledgement of its glory . I called Lou. It seemed to me I

lover's wife,' she said, and then I was glad I had so little on. I felt like flinging

family doctor may know one end of a thyroid gland from another-with any luck - but no especial

dishes,' he instructed, giving her a warning glance . `Like now?' he added pointedly when Robyn

Mary's face. Owen Glendower, lord of Glyndyfrdwy and Cynllaith, and master of most of North

revealed, made high to the throat. He glanced up at her face again, and discovered that

laugh at me, Theda!' he warned, catching her glance . `I beg your pardon.' She eyed his

sent out incredibly clear light. Sunlight glittered on the snow at the peaks and on the tiny

are we?' `If I am,' said Sally-Anne, glaring at him, `it must be catching. You seemed

using brightly-coloured paper and even the glitter tubes rationed out at Christmas.

. `After that,' said Belle, with a glimmer of a smile, `they had to believe in my

and eyelids. She knew silver. That was the gleaming scales on a fish. She knew aquamarine and

somebody's wall. As I pass, I see the girl with glasses as she sits in her bed; her spectacled

women are. She is not coquettish, nor is she glossy or pristine. I have seen old pictures of

a canteen of cutlery or a set of crystal glasses and decanter as a gift from the company

starvation and poverty are the results of global economic exploitation, not lack of resources

at the time - had been housed in a vast glass and iron building, itself a confirmation

degree in chemistry at the University of Glasgow ; and Joe Robertson, of Lochend, who is

runners-up in the world championship in Glasgow and first at the prestigious Cowal Gathering

she worked and made the usual jokes about glowing in the dark when Moira said Scottish Nuclear

March, and stressed need for action. GL has been in contact with K Walter, and

places was minimal. And yet people were glad to live here. Grateful for `a garden'.

sniffed around the edges of the frosted glass back door: a good, clean, slightly sweet

withdrew a slender leather case. The knife glinted briefly from its sheath and was concealed

implementing policy. The experience of the GLC between 1981 and 1986 in putting this into

hardly challenging lyrically and far too glossy for most rock purists, they have to date

lemoned and sweetened half pint cream half glass white wine 1 large spoonful sugar, plus

thrashed week in, week out. Every season Glentoran and Linfield won everything, and I thought

freedom of movement with `contouring' the new Glossy bodyshapers give women the confidence to

host honour DERRY will this year host the Glor na nGael prize-giving presentation after
reforms YET ANOTHER expensive, colourful 
and glossy document has been sent to parents by the

Lee Doherty, John Easton and Alan Dornan, Glentoran rivals Alan Paterson, Johnny Jameson and

and Social Control, Pat Carlen and Denis Gleeson . Award Title: The defence work of solicitors

inward line. Seconds later, white fangs glistening with saliva at the prospect of yet another

gesture of effort and grinned, his teeth gleaming whitely against his blackened features

features in the darkness below. Grant glanced out beyond the dangling figure. Thirty

the Financial Times columnist, was even glummer . Pentos, he said on 31st December, was

right-wing extremist action. Details of Gladio in Italy first emerged in July when a magistrate

Governor General (currently Sir Florizel Glasspole ). Legislative power is vested in a bicameral

Lincoln Myers Environment and National Service Gloria Henry Education Sahadeo Basdeo External



emissions of greenhouse gases contributing to global warming. According to the report the largest

Religion). Macedonia President Kiro Gligorov informed the Macedonian Assembly on Dec.

but stressed that" sustained expansion in global trade [which] is an important engine of

in output which would involve restricting global OPEC oil production to 24,580,000 barrels

the pressures their societies place on the global environment". In one of the very few official

This is an important change and I am glad that we have got away from the odious and

route lay straight ahead and downhill, but a glance to her left offered a glimpse of stonework

reduce their audiences to tears. And this glamourization obliterates the social reality. People

predictable'). Only when it was made into a glitzy film by Steven Spielberg did it become

Wildig Additional Note With so much gloom on the railways at present it is nice to

said, `I'm so terribly glad. So terribly glad for all of you.' It seemed there

eyes adjusted to a faint lifting of the gloom a narrow laneway appeared between the trees

wrenched her eyes away from fitzAlan and glared at the wall. She must be very tired to

Is that what he told them?' she murmured, glancing out of the window again. The prospect

beginning to break through the clouds. It glinted on the water, reminding her of fitzAlan

from where we looked you could glimpse the glint of the huge carp pond where Abbe Gerard

his towel around his middle. Lucker and I glance across the nipped and tucked waves, no

subconsciously searching out damage beneath the glossy surface, while he otherwise engages in

blocks, whereas there are 170 tower blocks in Glasgow in which it has not yet been developed?

museums and galleries in both Edinburgh and Glasgow . I am also aware of the intention to add

the Government decide to support it. I am glad that they did, but it was rather late in

Cabinet that he should Mr. Haynes I am glad that my hon. Friend has given way again

er he wouldn't go to ACAS, Will and our Glyn from erm they went to ACAS, and they said

general relativity might affect each other - a glimpse of the shape of a quantum theory of gravity

that if one heats up a poker in a fire it glows red hot and emits radiation, but bodies

and lateral arm plates have conspicuous glassy tubercles embedded in the matrix of the

are thin not as well developed as in O. globifera ; the spinelets of O. clavigera often have

of the moor. `I have never been so glad to see anyone in my life,' I said, `nor

gulped that precipitous, too instinctive and glib statement back. Too soon. " No," he insisted

this information seems impressive at first glance , it is inevitably uneven in its coverage

children had been trained to" Give God the glory ". Wasn't Eva doing just that? They must

cream-skimming" (Luft and Miller 1988). Glennerster et al. (1992) report that these deficiencies

pleasure from working with papier mâché and glue to construct their design of an Edwardian

histopathological features: distorted ground glass hepatocytes laden with HBsAg and HBcAg,

in rigid cords and later distorted ground glass hepatocytes. It is unclear what factors

body of evidence that the expression of gluten hypersensitivity as enteropathy may be

normoglycaemia and hyperglycaemia with blood glucose concentrations stabilised at 8 and 15 mmol/l

which swept up from the river, caught a glimpse of colour and steel and knew that help,

the oxidation of reduced glutathione by glutathione peroxidase coupled to the oxidation of

business 7. Next meeting - 26th May, 1993 at Glasgow Caledonian University Dear Father;

prolactin oversecretion), insulinomas in three, glucagonoma in one, and bilateral hyperplasia of the

an identical electrolyte composition and glucose content (after complete hydrolysis) to

9-068314343. Endpiece The glomerulus The glomerulus filters about 120 mL plasma/min. This rate

Scoring systems can be simple such as the Glasgow coma scale or the Apgar score, or can require



Wales to the north east, which suggests that Gloucester had business in Lancashire and was not

finalizing it and had to be sued in chancery by Gloucester and, nominally, the countess. Gloucester

that Edward IV had designated his brother Gloucester as protector - a statement which he first

council thus had little choice but to accept Gloucester 's claim to be protector. A few of its members

his measures against Sir Edward Woodville. Gloucester 's strength is also reflected in the choice

Hastings was alienated by the manner in which Gloucester made himself protector. This then presents

admirers (affectionately known as `The Rubber Glove Firm'). Chart successes loomed from the

answers Paul got right were Vernon Reid, Corey Glover and `Vivid'. And the following 15 runners-up

street warm lights showed through pebbled glass . An inn sign swung to and fro in the wind

He stroked it with the side of the whisky glass , smiled, drank. Ah Christ, he thought.

maybe in the expectation of aggro, so I was glad to disappoint him by greeting Lewis like

1/100; glutathione S-transferase µ 1/50; glutathione S-transferase &pgr; 1/200. Each of the

S-transferase &pgr; and µ and did not detect glutathione S-transferase &agr; in normal colon using

significance (p=0.06). The ratios of butyrate/ glutamine metabolism were similar in the two regions

of chronic ingestion of a small amount of gliadin in this group of coeliac disease children

at the rear of the hotel, a plastic pint glass in my hand full of lager, my legs braced

suppose you're glad, aren't you?' ` Glad what?' `Glad the goddam dog got away

lift stopped at the first floor where they glimpsed Jeffrey Archer saying goodbye to a departing

barked. `Hullo, Eleanor!' Melissa glanced over her shoulder and gestured to Sybil

the bar and Harris turned to Melissa. `I'm glad she's out of the way for a moment. I've

paralleled by awareness of the enormity of global evil and suffering, aggravated by the potential

of continuity with the period before the Glorious Revolution: the Whigs are still the party

to a circus; but although they're not as glamorous or as attractive as they once were, they

needs must. `By the way', he said (glug glug ) `By the way, you know the trouble with

gloating from you, my lass. I'll drive you to Glasgow the minute the snow lets up but I'll not

pulled up for himself. He handed her her glass of claret. `Drink this.' She

gun a piece of my hand, like the boxer's glove . We're growing familiar, like we've known

inside the car. I motion him away and he glides the car twenty yards forward and round

people quite accurately before you've even glanced at a chart.' `Must be useful.'

her large, round, immensely thick-lensed glasses . As each slightly shamefaced figure came

touched the bottles since you came home? Had a glass yourselves?' `No,' said Mr Crumwallis

That's right. We know too that he took a glass from the medicine cupboard in the sick

an attempt to mask what Harry had already glimpsed : the shock of one who perceives a threat

two steps across to it and peered at the glazed array of schoolboy faces. `You're in this

morning.' Claudia smiled faintly. `I'm glad something is going right.' `No luck

his wake. As if he could feel her glowering gaze resting on him, he briefly turned

less calm than his voice. A dangerous light glinted in his eyes, small lines flared around

Gray's Inn My Dear Lancey, I am glad to hear of your intended marriage with

open for me to re-enter The blood-coloured glasshouse against which the stone world Thins to

list and explanation of special words. glottis The vocal cords and the opening between

Let's go in," he says. Inside the Glass House, heat surrounds us like wet felt.

another criterion which may provide a more global measure to evaluate interactive online

50g/2oz mixed peel, finely chopped 1 tbsp rum glacé fruits and 4 tbsp glacé icing, to decorate

the peoples to whom God will reveal his glory . This is probably a late sixth-century



the Thames. It was soon obvious that Glisseuse was making her way up Thames by way of

&formula; or less. Definition of the glass temperature We must now take a closer

`Right,' said the Bishop crisply, glad to be making decisions. `Friday today.

Saturday chores. She shivered again, glancing around, and saw a canvas propped against

cent at the moment, but he's coming along.' Glencroft - who has chalked up 17 victories - brought

with the skipper?' She cast a suspicious glance over the lockers and then shook herself

savour.' His cold glance slid over her. `I'm glad to have caught up with you again so soon

overturned glass, the shards of crystal glinting wickedly up at her in the dim light. Wine

through to the sitting-room. Two lamps glowed softly from brackets on the wall, and she

said hoarsely. `I'd rather crawl on broken glass than have you manhandle me. Go find some

would have brought, just a fragment of the glowing ember that would have warmed her inside

unfeeling smile. His strong, even teeth glinted white against the bronze of his skin, and

manage fine by myself.' Dane's eyes glittered strangely, but he nodded, and swept one

`Take you to bed?' The ghost of a smile glimmered in his eyes. `You still believe that's

the UK. The Tandy/Victor plant in Glenrothes in Scotland produces a wide range of PCs

quite inscrutable. I saw the world through glass . It was unmoving. I felt extremely provoked

you had packed away. I suppose you'll be glad to get that back. Surely it's worth fifty

large office with plaster frescos and a glorious ceiling of painted angels hung with gilded

in his own secret chamber. They sat and glanced around. The room was surprisingly neat,

of Genesis, remembered something he had glimpsed in the Springall house, and he gasped.

lobbies of the malai capital, its metropolitan glamour , such as it was. She'd enjoyed a wide circle

my two agents.' `And the monks at Glastonbury ?' Mandeville smiled bleakly. `A pretty

accident. But, don't worry,' she assured him, glancing up, `my insurance company will pay for

money.' She paused and cast a meaningful glance round the room, whose size and furnishings
comprehended unless they are seen in the setting 
of global political conflicts. This international

had drunk too much. A brandy Alexander, a glass of white wine - and she suspected now that

Belinda saw Tom's quick, questioning glance in her direction, but she ignored it. `

agreed absently, unaware of Faye's sudden glance in her direction. `Tom, in turn,

refuse but Corbett stood his ground and glared back. Lady Amelia, with one more disdainful

music rehearsals and inability to black-out glass roof. St Patrick's Cathedral Church

if the roof were made of glass.' ` Glass !' Nora and Livings exclaimed together.

knitting little woolly jumpers and hats and gloves and scarfs and trousers. Though most

decision to relocate a further 110 jobs to Glasgow virtually completes its entire transfer

of the buildings are linked by attractive glazed walkways. There is a separate sports

rain, one of those messy bits of northern gloom from the places where gloom's made (not

all night about her sensitivity and her gleaming thighs, while guzzling all our whisky:

for the second year running. At a glittering prize-giving dinner in Liverpool's Adelphi

plight could arouse such blood lust. If the gladiator fell how many of his colleagues would wave

essentially unimpaired. I think she was glad of the diversion, the challenge of the

Change them over and everything. All the global settings change, yes. That's one reason

along the coast. For contrast we went to the glass blowing factory for a demonstration of

More anon. Meantime kindest regards. Glenelg Mountain Rescue Association BP OIL UK

between the most local of detail and the most global of global structures in such a way as to

way. Any push-stick could have sandpaper glued on for additional grip. J. Mather, Bedlington



possible. Then I sealed the lid with hot melt glue . The large shavings and heavy stuff drop

Wire launches A large proportion of gliding accidents and incidents result from launch

it becomes too windy to move or fly the glider . Blow-overs were a common occurrence

is good reason to deliberately steer the glider to one side. This helps to prevent the

landing. It is often at these times that the glider becomes stalled without the pilot noticing

stop, this is a clear indication that the glider is stalled, and a forward movement is needed

now that I am at last working on the big glass and have set up the two panels and locked

for the big glass, the notes for the big glass and the big glass, he wrote, never the

glass breaks as I make it? Paint hole on glass and charge to see through? Here Prospero

something else again. By introduction of glass , he wrote, relation of background to foreground

Buenos Aires perhaps, or Kinchasa. Destroy glass and leave only box? A kind of solution,

models and our philosophical assumptions so glibly . Suggested Reading Although neither

with the little trays of sundries, catching glimpses of the people in the room, all of them

Lucy actually said: I've called you !, her glorious eyes questioning, troubled green, burning

soul-inspired Adagio . Aurora re-filled their glasses , brushed Jay's hand rather unnecessarily

compulsive gambling and a fatal cough. In Glasser 's book, and in Fraser's, the activities

He half-woke, and saw the window-square glimmering with the pallor of sunrise… The river again

police' echoing here and there. How glad I'd been in those first nights with him

, `What's that say?' `Henrietta',' Gloria read it out for Dot. `Forbes-Read'.'

siren. `'Course you have, pet,' said Gloria
. `That time we came down from Winfarthing-
Fersfield

rhubarb with cream, a glass of milk and a tiny glass vase of flowers. `I'll put the snowdrops

parted in the middle and tiny gold-rimmed glasses on the tip of his rather short nose. He

path to the side gate, Mungo caught a brief glimpse of a waxy, bald head at a downstairs window

valuable additions. The pair of tilt or liftoff glass sunroofs (£335 extra) can be stored in

attention to himself. He stole a furtive glance at Sweetheart. She was wearing a blue costume

alley stretched to both left and right in gloomy curves. He could hear the beck-water rushing

to intense heat. Control: Shade the glass . Split fruit: Splits caused by uneven

instead of individually. Start begonia and gloxinia tubers into growth. Bury then hollow-side

Dodson's century-old fruit house. Under glass Living with house plants Carol Kurrein

might be useful.' `No sweat,' said Gloria casually. She swept up her empty

Gary's mare still very nervous, her eyes glinting . The boys stood witching. The spotted mare

liquefaction a major technology. The world oil glut has had an adverse effect on South Africa

plopping inside their pretty pink glass globes , while casting a rosy light overall, even

northern slopes of Sgurr Thuilm sweep down to Glen Dessarry, a favourite Knoydart walk-in

published the story in magazines around the globe . Bradshaw thought the hullabaloo was unjustified

way that Overdene looked at him from his glass cubbyhole whenever Henry was twenty minutes

could probably have stood a diet of broken glass , aspirin and raw steak, Elinor had insisted

Sandison was half way through his second glass of wine. He was in the middle of explaining

Glass, 1964) - a term first used by Ruth Glass but popularized in the late 1970s - i.e.

backs… Half starved and half blinded with glare and flies they are in a sorry condition

once more. In Dublin's Quare City Glad to be in Dublin once more, I roamed around

long lead. He set off for the Canal Turn in glorious isolation while behind him the rest of

, Alida thought, turning a little to the glass , I have taken care. `Now I shall

custard.' `There is plenty.' `I am glad to hear it.' `I do wish you would



less remarkable. And yet there you stand, gloating , without even the self-command necessary

standing so close to him. Her eyes shone in the gloom . Her body was drenched in what then seemed

also to exist in Austria.' Over a glass of wine Ladislav told me the following

from him. `Jesus Christ,' he muttered, his glance trailing up and down the columns of print

away, fumbled in her skirts and drew out a gleaming coin. `What's this? A shilling? Where

expansion. Small wonder that the estimates of global sea-level rise for the next 100 years are

look for high resorts, preferably with a glacier as well as access to some non-skiing activities

Yet another tributary of the Leadon is the Glynch Brook, joining the River Leadon near Upleadon

, and even in his worst moments he had a glamour about him, a sense of intensity, that excited

cretinism, caused by a defect of the thyroid gland , and various other `syndromes' which give

the Equal Opportunities Commission on West Glamorgan schools showed that there was separate

the intelligence officer has acquired a glamorous image thanks to the literary world and

Shocking, somehow, to come across this last, a gloomy Victorian gaol in the middle of an ordinary

`You know what I mean!' Tom glanced over at Maggie and winked. `Ooooohhhhh

the milk churns. Outside again she glanced up at the sky which was a pale shade of

insisted Laura, shaking her head. Maggie glanced at Laura, realizing for the first time

impression.' Relief flooded his face. `I'm glad to hear that. You had me worried there

writing, would you say?' `At first glance , yes. If we had a larger sample, it would

Sir Derek said last night that he had ` glanced ' at the Hill Samuel plan and was interested

surprisingly well. The skipper, John Glennie , said he and his crew members `needed a

) dominates the south side of the Hispar glacier in the Karakoram and has not been previously

widely available; Sandtex also now makes a glass masonry paint. Crown masonry paints are

for a long time and I can see through the glossy image-making of his campaign, I think.

would produce 20 new women MPs, including Glenda Jackson in Hampstead and Highgate, but

century Siddington Barn near Cirencester, Glos . Mr Alan Bemrose, trust founder,

Way at Blockley, near Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire , yesterday. The new path links the Staffordshire

Dr Greg Philo, research director of Glasgow University's media unit and one of the

horse-trade between political bosses and parties. Gloom is gathering over the weight of public

rich red of iron-ore country. It sounds glamorous . But Mr Phillipson went on to question

while Bogart and Bergman cast anguished glances at one another. His character was

years (0.5 - 1.2 pH units). Round Loch of Glenhead showed an eightfold increase in acidity

combat acid rain, to tackle the problem of global warming, to face up to the environmental

At the end of Grindelwald village is the glacier gorge (Gletscherschlucht) which is a fairly

flowing from east to west at the time of the glacial maximum was diverted northwards around

a high ground-watertable. The effects of gleying increase with depth and the colour inherited

exposed western coasts, notable in Uig, Lewis. Glaux maritima has been reported from cliff-tops

your tool kit, for driving small nails, glazing sprigs and the like. A staple gun is also

my thoughts might make you feel shy - and glad , too, I hope! The second letter came

parents' home: MEET ME NORTH BRITISH GLASGOW
1900 HOURS TUESDAY. BRING BELT. LOVE 
LESLIE

Cusani (Orrell). Referee: E Morrison ( Gloucestershire ). Basketball Riders gallop on last legs

Third group Austria. WC apps: 6 Austria gladdened a few hearts in 1978 when they beat West

wear and casual daytime things rather than glitzy disco gear. Edna is hardly your obvious

Update: Hopeful Hart By MARTIN BAKER A Gloucestershire publican is pinning his hopes for moving

yesterday to level the scores in the Pilkington Glass World Chess Championship semi-final, writes



that you exist in an indifferent world. The gladiatorial
rapping, the sportswear, the symbolic 
confrontations

carried forward, the Government would be very glad to see it and would give as much help as
Wordsworth and his sister Dorothy were staying 
in Glasgow at the Saracen's Head Inn, and Dorothy

blue shoes with white spats, a pair of kid gloves held casually in his left hand, here was

's enough for two serving companies frae Glasgow already. What do you think of that Agnes

basement near Byres Road that showed a garden Glasgow , green spaces and stands of trees punctuated

hall lined with marble pillars and stained glass . Able to accommodate more than 2,000

said to do you even more good - the extra glow imparted by this thought naturally infuses

the set.' Looking back, for all its glamour , he sees the period as yet another stage

swing for the Combined Universities caused Gloucestershire some embarrassment in the Benson and Hedges

Labour could not win at a time of economic gloom , bolstered by the most effective campaign

be moved to the area of Ballachulish and Glen Coe villages, where there are already buildings

look at your nails. The public paid to see gleaming buttons, luxury. Everything had to preserve

and it only be a shilling a pint.' Glug, glug , glug. `Wow, far out, and it's organic

can they drink this stuff? And it's £3 a glass . On the other hand, food in cafés

freezing combination of sea and rain. My glasses are creased by running water and I can

and on - and continues to this day. Glasgow , however, was not Britain. Despite heavy

exhibitions held first at Wembley and later in Glasgow between the wars. AU this helped provide

head of British Coal is a lot less glamorous . Going to Blackpool or Scarborough

responded with `de Gaulle.' He emptied his glass in one gulp and I followed suit, only to

as big as a giant - all red and gold and glittery . It's the most beautiful thing I ever seen

in years. She had seen none of this glamorous life; she had seldom even been to smart

and takes only minutes to arrange. Wine glasses , tumblers and individual soufflé dishes

was Uncle Karl. `My dear fellow!' As glossy as a fashion-plate, Karl jumped up, grasped

song - winner of a competition sponsored by Glasgow District Council, which is organising next

the light had dimmed to the faintest red glow in the filament. The library was

whatever the distractions in other parts of the globe , America turns its back on Europe at its

blond as only a Swede can be, in wire-rimmed glasses and a pony-tail, who was returning to Göteborg

lest a meatball come to rest against his glossy brogues. Only the young Swede and the attendant

, capable of rapid deployment around the globe . Here the Gulf war has jolted assumptions

result of `Dallas', a television series glorifying the pluck and greed of the oil patch. But

over it was a small window with frosted glass . It was open. He looked along this

but usually the pair swims with the male gliding beneath the female. Such behaviour may

One was to be with Japan (the very term ` global partnership' was coined for the American-Japanese

navy bag. He waited thirty seconds before glancing sideways again, and found her dabbing at

go to a Fatherhood Class,' he told Jane gloomily . `Dear me! However has the world survived

already gained enough acceptance to affect global policy making. There is strong lobbying

used for spot cleaning, butoxy ethanol and glycol ethers which are used in degreaser formulations

of familiar landscapes in the sweep of a glen , the gentle bend of a river. I was thinking

from the stacks outside their huts, oats gleaned at night from the fields where they drove

that he spent so many years in James Dean's gloomy black shadow, because he is talented and

The bottles, pills, medicines, even the glass of water, the paraphernalia of tending

shall be spurned and everywhere we shall be glorified , and a light shall shine about him like

prescription for total hair health. By Jo Glanville- Hair is always on show and it's one of



Blackburn

Beside the reception desk there is a large glass cabinet, labelled `Lost and Found'. It

gloves, he was picking up a pipe from a glass bowl to slip it inside a transparent bag

`No option.' Tweed was cleaning his glasses with his handkerchief, a mannerism which

urethral meatus . There are many ducts and glands opening into the urethra, and it is the

most important of these is the prostate gland . The prostate encircles the urethra just

upper and lower sausage-shaped groups of glands , which has aptly been named the `sign of

Manze' above the door - in gold-leaf on glass - with a plastic sign. Someone else quoted
terraces By DAVID LIVINGSTONE THERE are 
more glamorous places than Glasgow in which to be liberated

growing plants indoors'. The revolution in glasshouses had surely started rather earlier than

have any heating bills at all; the double glazed south wall provides 50 per cent of the

deterioration in quality. Every tonne of waste glass saves 1.2 tonnes of raw materials and 30

everyone else was doing it, but with sniffing glue when I first tried it I enjoyed it, it's

may be surprised at the many fascinating glimpses of Old Northampton which remain and can

the lighted alcove of a furniture store at Glasgow Cross. A meeting spot of note for lovers

invaders barring his way at Glenshiel [or Glen Sheil], between Loch Cluanie and the head

to sell its birthright of privacy for the glittering prizes of acquisition. But that is

of the business - which today is one of Glasgow 's best-known firms in the field of print

Hall, at this time the largest venue in Glasgow . All `friends' and sympathisers of General

attract people into their stores,' says Gledhill . The Church's group has trading operations

together their first dream of life: of its glories and its fame, of the life that lay beyond

which could be termed remotely `feminine'. I glowed when they gave me their expert c, pinion

look back on a past filled with special glories due to the responsibilities of their rank

come to the edge of Steep Ridgery and look gloomily out over the sea of greenery as though

standing where the path opened out into a small glade . There was no man in sight. Five horses

half of the race to win. As I eased down I glanced over at the clock; it read 10.01. I could

and had to go around asking people. I was glad to get back to Britain. From the

hair this way and that, and brought a warm glow to her cheeks. The tide was going out,

everything.' Involuntarily, it seemed, her glance strayed across the room to her dressing-table

paper she had been reading, and with one gloved hand made a little peep-hole on the steamy

of Gilbert Foliot, successively abbot of Gloucester , bishop of Hereford and London in the twelfth

such surety and projection. Myth and legend glow like hot coals in Barbirolli's hands, and

life as a serious politician, Rector of Glasgow University, Lord Lieutenant of Ayrshire

altogether. The constant exposure to doom and gloom that most of us take for granted can be

chill in the air all of a sudden. I glanced sideways at him again. Vern short for Vernon

and put my nose practically against the glass . I was expecting to see rows and rows of

the kitchen. Karen stood there filling a glass of water. `I thought you were in

tourist board on 071-439 0601. Above Glassdrumman 's picnic hamper with Beet and Broccoli

toxins. Ivy, foxglove, columbine, morning glory , holly, laurel… suddenly they all have

description of not more than 20 cases of glanders ; (ii) the circularisation of honorary and

face south. We look forward to summer under glass IT'S ONE of the ancient myths of conservatories

pleasure of drinking from a good quality glass is like drinking tea from fine china. Glass

space that made a needed gap between the hot glittering galley and the actual dining area. The

At the forward end of that we came to a glass-panelled door, which needed no key, and suddenly



soft-drink cans were kept. I put the can and a glass on one of the small trays (Emil's voice

splashed. Zak and the Mountie exchanged glances . The Mountie said grudgingly that a blood-covered

that someone once shot a piece out of a glass of beer he had left behind the target,

did the red and white flag of St George, glinting in occasional sunlight below a cloud ceiling

on the towering waves to the north, and glittering on her prow were the slim copper tubes

She was instantly pleased. `I'm so glad you're going out.' `I won't be late

interposed. `Make it simple.' `OK. Is the Glory dangerous?' `That's a silly -' The

on the dashboard and began to study the Glory 's manual, Jack again thought of Tina's

condensed upright minuscule, used for ` glosses ' (or short commentaries and explanations

in the style and materials which at first glance indicated a greater age. An engraving

Paulton in Somerset there is a memorial to a glider that crashed on the way to Arnhem, killing

them treat me like a child.' He raised his glass . `Here's wishin' you a Happy New Year,
agreement or solution was made. Instead, 
renewed global negotiations were to be undertaken at the

mixture! It is also clear from the picture why glass can often be good ionic conductors. If

urushiol polymerises and hardens to form a glossy waterproof coating when applied to a solid

House Dan Greenberg reports some scientific glee from Washington UNDER the improbable

snowmobile and riding through the vastness, the glimpse of a dark object starts the heart pounding

advantage of this technique is that, with glass LC cell walls and transparent electrodes

Communications (1983), vol 284, p 284). Glycollic acid could be a precursor for the petrochemical

promotions. British Aerospace printed glossy brochures about its `combat proven' weapons

be easy enough to cheat, but I would be glad to have any suggestions about the question

plentiful and there is a good index and glossary . Barnes and Hughes for a good read, Levin

exchange, engine. The secret says Asahi Glass , is to built it out of ceramics.

example, have always relied on polyethylene glycol to fuse cell membranes together. The German

to go back and their parents were almost glad to see them off. When the Broadway
COMPLIMENTARY TASTING How to Find Us 
- Glasshouses Mill is Sign Posted from the crossroads

longest, leanest bass-guitarist's thighs in Glasgow . Like, this guy's loons had style . I'd

other places.' One occasionally has a glimpse of Green's neighbours after he has been

some civic dinner I expect.' With a final glare at Yanto, he scrambled back up the bank

confidential. The Chaplains are always glad to see members of the University who may

vary from year to year. The more oil glands or ducts present in the plant, the cheaper

chemists, otherwise recycle any suitable dark glass bottle with a screw cap. The capacity in

finish with a little circular flourish before gliding off at the hairline (see Fig. 13). Fig.

Brittain (3), Dick Culver (2) and Peter Glass to take the cup 6-3. Pyestock `A'

platelet function? Associations between glycaemic control and parameters of platelet function

Equally conflicting results with regard to glycaemic control and platelet-specific protein levels

best single indicator we have at present of glycaemic control. We can now classify patients as

to the Continent after the retreat of the glaciers of the last Ice Age, but it died out here

a Kerry. It was recently transferred to Gloucestershire and elsewhere in an attempt to instigate

was tall and lean, came running from the glade in which the car was parked. `Don't

of noise which merged with the deepening gloom . It seemed that it must take a long time

one of the following: half a pint of beer glass of wine small glass of sherry single measure

er X-rays are alright. Aye, well, I was glad myself . Oh aye. Could you date it that

bottle would go. Used to think that was a glorious But er, not what they do now like, you



preach, but I feel that you would welcome a glimpse of the future before it arrives.

SEPARATE WC - First Floor UPVC double glazed window, low level WC, hand basin, airing

points. MODERN BATHROOM UPVC double glazed frosted window, part tiled walls, panelled

Cambridge, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Guildford, Glasgow , London, Maidstone, Manchester, Milton

for the 90s woman in the street to look glamorous , too. When Ginger Rogers swept around in

all, we still find the role of Diana as glamorous heroine appealing. I suspect we always

water. 3) Mix, adding more water until the gloop feels sticky and slimy. 4) Add food colouring

be fixed by first coating the board with glue size or a coat of PVA glue. The cloth is

monarchs of new world. Just what form this ` glorious revolution' will take is beyond our ken

This was to establish the new pattern of global authority in the post-cold war world -

OR put into a container clearly labelled GLASS . You MUST NOT put these things in

small flowers, such as crocuses, in a pretty glass , or larger flowers in a copper kettle…

Swayne: probably the last person to see Glynn alive apart from his killer. Watched

`Chief Superintendent Wycliffe.' Glynn nodded. `I've been to see the family; I

went to the bar. `Why she picked on the Glynns , God only knows. She was thirty-six when

associated with the Lutheran mass (Kyrie and Gloria ) and the larger (pedaliter) catechism preludes

before dark falls.' Cleo directed a glance of extreme malevolence in his direction

(one imagines) specific purposes. Glendinning 's study of the financial and economic implications

`You did well,' said Riven. Madra glided to his side with a knife in her hand. Their

busy. Then she looked again in the glass . Her hair was now in very small curls all

suggests a motive for murder. Now, Madame.' He glanced round, dropped his somewhat magisterial

sufficiently to kill the coral. In the lower glacial sea levels the straits in this region would

operating in the landscape and this may be gleaned from historical records or by analogy with

has provided the boundary conditions for global general circulation models to simulate

. It was half past two. I looked down at Gloria . She raised one delicately plucked eyebrow

moments, then clouded and became clear as glass . Beneath the phantom ship, dark waters

wall in a dirty street. There was broken glass on top of the wall. The school yard was

there was any harm in him, it was his nature Gladys said. She had been to Italy on a coach

face was deathly pale. `Have you a medicine glass ?' he asked. I gave it to him. He

to avoid the temptation of using the harp glissando to excess. Some harp parts consist almost

character. Arpeggios suit it well, also glittering chordal writing. Its tone dies away rapidly

facilities located in Third World states whole glossing over the concession of military facilities

were dipped in a mixture of glue and ground glass to produce terrifying results Almost one

'll do it my way.' He turned to face the glass of the sliding windows and his mouth suddenly

3 ! How can order be maintained in the global political system? 4 Are issues of

the market, it was claimed, was the key to global prosperity and hence conducive to peace

station and got them settled in their digs in Glasgow . And er Would, this would be about the

far from flattering. In mounting anger she glared up at the taunting dark face, wondering

Tommaso. He noted his mother's fluttering glances across at her daughters, and he winced,

hand might have gripped the handle of his glass a little more tightly, but that was all

it within a certain time.' Lorton glanced sharply at him and then burst out laughing

there. `Welcome,' said Anna. `We're so glad to see you are here again.' `You

collar, a yellow wool hat and brown fur gloves without fingers. She carried a pink umbrella

increases in greenhouse gases even though global temperatures have actually risen by only



adverse consequences of the future rise in global sea level, let alone achieve significant

onomatopoeic bell-sounds of the six-part `Das Glaut zu Speyr', where polyphony and melody are

them later the same year. Le Fauconnier and Gleizes did not meet Picasso until late in 1911

strong, deliberate, frequently soaring and gliding . Breeds on sea cliffs, dunes, shingle and

In flight the ponderous wing-beats of the Glaucous contrast with the quick, almost kittiwake-like

1898 report by a woman factory inspector in Glasgow had considered that a substantial amount

colonial governor, was born at Badminton, Gloucestershire , 12 December 1767, the second son in the

and his wife Mary Sim. He was educated in Glasgow , trained in the family business, and at

Kensington Gore, on the west of what became Gloucester Road. Like Christopher Gray [q.v.], he

1856 at 12 Norfolk Street, Hutchesontown, Glasgow , one of six sons and a daughter (two other

of single types of trees, and designed in glades , avenues, and drives caused the eventual

Emberton enveloped a framed structure in glass curtain-walling, intended to rise higher

created to provide services in the former GLC and metropolitan county areas include numerous

in the uncertain light they could see the gleam of moonlight on bare sinewy thighs, which

? Another question: did Boswell write so glowingly of Johnson in Scotland in order to obtain

back violently from the Etruscan shore? The glimpse of Johnson reflecting on the position of

followed in her wake, like a driver who glues himself to the back of an ambulance careering

sand through her fingers. Even the glasses on top of the cigarette vending machine

swinging her foot gently and clasping her glass with both hands. `Not a very cheerful

much quicker than re-tracing our steps.' He glanced uneasily in the direction of the Wolfwood

for a long time. We found ourselves by the gloomy canal that runs through the north of the

close. The word `ERROR' scrolled up in glowing virtual letters on the metal panel beside

Kenneth sighed, rolling the base of his glass around on the table top. `Time for another

shaking his head. `I can't say. Really.' He glanced up at Kenneth. `But things… things might

words emerge in illuminated manuscript, glowing with gold and angelic blue, tangled with

reporter from the local newspaper turned to glance at him. The session was short, the

Swain threw the two convicts an angry glance before slamming the door and locking it

around him and paced the sitting room slowly, glancing around at the expensive furnishings and

desperately. Lydia, still twirling her glass , was lying back in her chair and regarding

there was unlikely to be any more to be gleaned from this unpleasant vigil, the remaining

touch anything - unless he or she is wearing gloves and wait for the effect to pass. Gloves

The smile was gone again, and Rohmer glowered down at Gilbert. Now the scientist had

family, they view them through a sheet of glass . They are given no opportunity to touch

tough guy,' she whispered to herself. She glanced in the rear-view mirror and saw the headlights

lichen and lank chickweed drawn up by the gloom of the canopy, comes the first flash of

up every last piece of broken pottery or glass she could find. It took her longer than

in which a maiden seated by a statue was glancing about in fear of discovery as her lover

since he was eight. While at University Glass 's musical taste was somewhat surprising

compositions by Shankar based on themes of Glass . Also just completed is the score

' Hardly', I said. ' But they'll keep glamour boy busy till we're well away from here

costume up to cover herself and swung around, glaring at the thing furiously. ' It is a

of not appalled, if they had been able to glimpse the bitterness and pain of the long voyage

ministerial level are intended to lead to a global convention on climate change by 1995.

have led the crew to descend on a spurious glidepath ; this was possible, although only if the



, then there is the possibility that the glide path signal is faulty, or that the altimeter

ground is concerned. See Khan v. City of Glasgow District Licensing Board, 1980 S.L.T. (

other defensive works. In early 1941 Glyn , Mills & Co, keen to provide staff with

less happy is the Galatea, with a bright, glassy
voice that often tends to flatten, an over-
sophisticated

Sunday Correspondent , addressing sessions on global media, and generally meeting the most important

international banks than any other city on the globe . Our merchant bankers do more cross- border

each, parrot tulips, £7.25 each, morning glory at £3.50 each, moss roses, irises and black-eyed

personal level, what transpires soon should gladden your heart and make you aware that, after

title page is inscribed with the words `To Glen Byam Shaw, without whom there would probably

65 cm by 72 cm, £365 including fabric and glass top; triple mirror, 95 cm by 5 cm by 62

abolished both the metropolitan counties and the GLC . The ending of the metropolitan top-tier

racecourse, Wolverhampton a cold store, Glasgow and Tunbridge Wells had telephone services

moves and shakes with all the swagger of glib pop. Trim, fit and tanned enough to flutter

inarguable crap but a slight minority - and Glen Campbell's recordings with Jimmy Webb is

Metallica. Basically, I also like anything that Glenn likes.' And if Ashanti had to write

busy working,' says Elizabeth Jane. The glorious Indian-blue paint on the bathroom walls

easier before medical science made hope glow eternally, even if the flame is often little

possible that the rate of known opioid use in Glasgow exceeded that in Wirral by 1984-5.

equidistant between London and Glasgow , and it naturally followed that the bulk

than 4 acres of coconut palms along the glorious beachfront. Relaxation is a keynote at

C terminal end of normal &bgr; globin is glutamic acid, but in HbS, valine is substituted

new chatelaine announced. `Really terribly gloomy , wouldn't you say?' `Yes, your ladyship

the previous fourteen years, during which Gloucester , with royal backing, had built up his power

her good and gracious lord. But although Gloucester was thus becoming politically visible for

, the real contribution of the rebels to Gloucester 's advancement lay in opening up the existing

Scales, who must have waived his claim on Gloucester 's behalf. Two days later, Gloucester's

surviving brothers were to be linked with Gloucester in the 1470S, and Thomas (together with

links, but by 1483 their connection with Gloucester was uppermost. Gloucester's lordship

of Middleham, Sheriff Hutton and Penrith. Gloucester was thus territorially the heir of the

main beneficiary of the readjustments to Gloucester 's holdings of de Vere land, enshrined in

influence in the region, which suggests that Gloucester was resigning any political role, while

of, for example, androgens by the adrenal gland
may disrupt hormonal balance and have far-
reaching

limestone by the raging melting ice waters of a glacier . This morning the school party, including

and the USA. The three-day orbit of John Glenn in February, 1962, restored American confidence

of the outriders and pointed. When Sara glanced back a few moments later, she saw that

noticeable to a casual reader: the" animated glitter " (2), the" impassive earth" (5), the" devious

University should be - and sometimes is, as we gladly recognise - a missionary in a more real

should be watching his weight. " I am glad you dropped in, Comrade Alice. I have been

solving" was also referred to as a more global idea, or a process which prompts active

conventional. I would like to think that the glamour and the inevitable aspects of artificiality

only make predictions about difficulty at a global level. But the question remains, how confident

pairs of convict cichlids through polarised glasses , the scientists were hoping to put together

Smayda, believe they are symptomatic of a ` global epidemic,' an `early warning of a massive

third the way through! As he stood by the glass cabinet in his bedroom where the file had



a fish without the insulation of rubber gloves and boots, it can throw you flat on your

half-revealed (you see the point of the glass bowl) was so muslin-white and new.

Carrie stumbled, as if blind behind her dark glasses , but he held her hand tightly. It felt

polish. Polished linoleum, a shining, glass sea, with rugs scattered like islands.

out in a long skein, till it was smooth as glass …' Mister Johnny sat quiet and still

up. DPR AEs sent out to clients a glossy brochure entitled" Opportunity Unlimited

Tucanæ in the southern sky, and the Hercules globular in the northern) are clearly visible with

by the adjacent star-fields. Other globulars are M19, M9 and M14. ORION: the Hunter

person of the Grand Prince with an ever more glorious halo, emphasizing the slavish subjection

under the Grande Arche de la Défense and the glass walls of the Science Museum at La Villette

murals by H. Siddons Mowbray and two-storey glass-and-wood cabinets shelving a hoard of rare volumes

background showed buildings rising up in a fiery glow (see illustration). The overall effect

and the glass represents resources. As the glass fills and demands increase so eventually

Rennie Mackintosh Buchanan Street Tearooms in Glasgow brought £6,000 (est. £400-600). Furniture

popular both with walkers and climbers, yet Glenbrittle 's essential beauty is maintained by low

cater for the mentally frail. Consequently global prevalence estimates for the institutionalized

dependent diabetic subjects, those with impaired glucose tolerance, and the normoglycaemic subjects

non-insulin dependent diabetes or impaired glucose tolerance. The correlation coefficient

England can be seen. This majestic sight, glimpsed through undulating woldland patchwork,

provided naturally by the cladding, place glass fibre blanket or similar insulation in

victims. The basic requirement is that glazing in certain critical locations must be safe

bedroom door. `She always had the rubber gloves on as she clucked about the place,' recalls

Whatever you choose it all adds up to luxury glamour , romance, elegance, and Citalia. Who would

bar and a lounge. The bedrooms are double glazed and a TV can be installed on request. Room

Our three quarter point is just before the gliding field of Rattlesden, but we can first confirm

out man you idiot. drink food would you. Glen said he think he, he might he thinks you

gave it to . Samantha look at him with my glasses on. Why's that, why did she take it? She

had this chronic infection! . Well I'm gla glad she's getting something done about it now

Well I'd better go wreck me car. Yeah well glad she liked it. Alright then love Ta ta.

You're joking. it's actually bubbled the glass , there's a big groove in it, you can see

wipe them clean I've got some gardening gloves at home, I haven't had the chance to use

Yeah Yeah. I like it. Yeah , yeah got a glimpse Yeah. of that. I like it. Oh . Oh it is

whatever he said! Have you been talking to Glen or is it what Rupert, Rupert told you about

to de Burgh. That makes him the master of Glamorgan . What Marshall leaves Welsh in the south

He smiled mockingly into the bitter green glare . `How can I put a price on a Talvace?'

to get most of them out. Oh. There's no glue . Good. There's not supposed to be. I do

do. I mean, you broke one of my best wine glasses the other day! Yeah. One day so you But

bread a, a loaf of bread and a sink with a glass . You eat bread, drink water, play with

one who holds us as children to his cheeks Glory to God, glory to God, glory in the highest

his car will start. So erm you know I'm glad it's only that but I suspect when the day

hoarded. Were they? She had them in a big glass jar and if you were very good and special

used to I knit him red and white stripe gloves . yes. red with a white tassel on it. Mm

on it, over our fence, it went, there was glass everywhere for weeks afterwards, when I

on the Oh! table darling! Oh! Got you a glass of wine darling? Sweetheart. Keith. Keith



You can always Yeah. always wear rubber gloves anyway. So often I just scoop a to put

right Who's he working for now then, double glazing again? Still don't know I reckon er when

delivery. Michael Woods, from Dursley in Gloucestershire was having milk unloaded from his lorry

's alleged he cut his thumb on the broken glass and that Paterson helped him get rid of

could carry. Antiques, jewellery, glasswear and even a collection of model trains.

away win. Newport were understrength, but Gloucester were on full power as they piled up the

and photographers were massing outside a Gloucestershire estate where John Bryan is reported to

… the world of athletics this weekend is Gloucester hammer thrower Lorraine Shaw… she's UK

GAGE/Glos Wildlife Trust Voice over The Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust sampled water in various

Carol Clark was found in Sharpness Docks in Gloucestershire four months ago. Police have interviewed

doing this interview here in Oxford. In Gloucestershire they have a rather more generous settlement

day. Voice over Speedway historian Glynn Shailes was hooked. Those were ambitious

garden of the family home near Stonehouse in Gloucestershire . The murder weapon, a knife, was still

fellow breeders were more forthcoming. Gladstone is now one of 12 Supreme Champions which

bombers have returned to R-A-F Fairford in Gloucestershire
. Video-Tape, no voice over 
FAIRFORD/Gloucestershire

CASSIN/Cheltenham Borough Council Voice 
over Gloucestershire County Council had been told to cut services

restoring the old locomotives to their former glory and doing essential trackwork. In return

involves separating materials, like paper, glass and cans, into different coloured boxes

Read in studio Council tax bills in Gloucestershire could fall by fifty-five pounds because

the weekend, as his side Bath went down to Gloucester 16-17. It was fitting that Webb scored
MOORE/Reporting TROWBRIDGE/Wiltshire 
DAVID

GLAYHOME/L
abour Councillor DAVID WHEELER/Tenant Farmer

a crewman who'd spoken to his family in Gloucester only once on the whole trip. The

that Swindon were on their way up… Glenn Hoddle says they they don't do things easily

nursery that was once one of the finest in Gloucestershire . But now instead of providing cut flowers

getting the message home. Young people in Gloucester today seemed aware of the dangers, but

six-year-old was flown from Bodelwyddan's Glan Clywd Hospital to Liverpool's Alder Hey

not relocating to Glasgow.' If the Glasgow move does go ahead, it will mean the loss

interests,' said McFall. `The fee Glentoran are talking about is acceptable to us.'

Collins late to unleash former goal star Glenn Hunter. But Roy explained: `This

own, they could only go and harvest, and glean what the harvesters left behind. Now, such

erm and I think it has that little bit of gl glamour with players playing against foreign

It says, the common folk, they heard him gladly , they listened to what he said because

've had a bit of a look at it but my eyes glazed over at about one thirty. Er are you intending

Aylesbury Voice over Alan Pond will be glad to see the back of 1992. Last month saw

mother, who lives in the Forest of Dean in Gloucestershire , is having her driving lessons paid for
SOUTHROP/Gloucestershire Voice over For 
over a century, the Gloucestershire Old Spot pig was queen of the sty across

clad in his trademark black fedora, dark glasses and a black and red jacket with a Peter

Dealer Voice over He mightn't look too glamorous today… but nineteen years ago this rubber
weekend… so we need a change of luck don't 
we… Gloucester rugby club certainly do… they've lost both

Oliver Duddy stopped his man Noel Higgins of Glasnevin during a series of trials at the National

three brewers use bottles made by the Dutch glass firm NV Vereenigde Glasfabrieken, which

new personnel centre will be located in Glasgow . The announcement will end months of acrimony

same charge are Paul McCullough (48), of Glenalina Road, and Stephen Canning (21), of Doon



then take yourself off to Kingsholm… its Gloucester against Leicester… we're off now to the

over 150 years and you might just catch a glimpse of the ghost of old John Arkell. Well,

Brocklebank reports. Video-Taped report follows GLOUCESTER JULIE SAWYER/Hairdresser RON BRIND/Florist

continuing into a separate security alert in Gloucester City Centre yesterday. A smouldering rucksack

somehow the truth is being hidden behind a glossy or false facade. Properly conducted, PR

very minute our barrage lifted, through my glasses I could clearly observe our skirmishers

hammering their way on to Côte 304, there was a glittering film premiere of Salammbô and once again

he would have missed out on all Rovers' glory days of promotion, Wembley and Europe.

their homeland. But Maria has been able to glean that they were forced to flee their home

acid, propylene and small quantities of glycols from Wilton. Until recently, the plant

international director of marketing, on a global plan which takes account of the different

the London Mozart Players in 1949. Jane Glover succeeded him as Artistic Director in 1984

traditional blues and original material around the globe . Their enthusiasm remains as infectious

Nah, not Glen! He's a good laugh! Nah! Not Glen , not Simon Oh yeah! Not there's only about

the last hour at the local pub. He glanced at the clock and had a strange feeling

in the feet that relate to every organ, gland and part of the body. By special massage

much rather have their company. We were in Glasgow last weekend, and were quite chuffed when

sequel to this, Alice through the looking glass , was published seven years later in 1872

as many people as we are privileged and glad to know, I agree with you that there is

describe it as three days of magic and madness, glory or grief. We'll be taking a look around

pleased about it, definitely very pleased. I'm glad it's all, you know, we've won. we've finally
champion bring the house down and win. And 
can Gloucestershire champion jockey Peter Scudamore do it on

sense, likes organ music, likes stained glass windows, is sympathetic to the idea of

Yeah jump up jump and get down. Hey, I'm glad they're English cos all the bloody groups
haberdashers, erm you'd go to the milliners and 
the glovers and all those different sorts of shops.

I'd heard correctly you see. All right. Glad to help you out. Thank you. Certainly,

and the chancellor, John Major, says the gloomy news isn't over because inflation isn't

like that they don't deserve to, I'm just glad they're not on my patch, although Elmensbury

first leg of the Southern League Cup against Gloucester ; special guest tonight will be the Sheffield

crossbar and bounced kindly for Booth who glanced the ball home. Aberdeen's debt to

much more variety of work.' Reflected Glory reunites him with writer Ronald Harwood

just 5 per cent of the adult audience in Glasgow represents some 34,000 potential ticket

Derby yesterday. Troubled by swollen glands and a sore throat, the 22-year-old Glaswegian

crime is not confined to stabbings. Glasgow 's problems are merely a symptom of a wider

anti-knife campaign By Sarah Chalmers A GLASGOW bus driver said yesterday that he might

Glasgow city centre and within easy reach of Glasgow Airport, is ideally placed to cash in on

visit postponed NELSON Mandela's visit to Glasgow next week has been postponed on the advice

demonstration is planned for next month in Glasgow to rally public support for the Albion

the country's newest university. Glasgow Caledonian University has appointed Dr
GLASGOW Road fatality witness plea POLICE 
in Glasgow are appealing for witnesses to a road accident

of wardens to help combat petty crime in Glasgow city centre have run into opposition from

GLASGOW TO the rattle of gunfire, breaking glass and harsh orders, a semi-naked couple scramble

Spectacle of human rites RITES BRIGGAIT, GLASGOW IT is heartening to see that in the wake



the survey showed, had it not been for the glimmer of recovery in Britain. But it was the

Margaret McLaughlin: found murdered in a glen 20 years ago Islay pool awarded special

regularly use the M8 motorway through central Glasgow . A serious accident on the Kingston Bridge

Hillington industrial estate on the outskirts of Glasgow . Yesterday, however, the firm resubmitted

14th, with several frosty nights in the glens . Glasgow Airport recorded its 11th

Fallon said: `Labour continually paints this gloomy picture of Darlington's economy. But since

lorry smashed the rear window sprinkling glass through the bus. Insp Ken Madison

would run between the UK Corrugated site and Glenton Hall Farm on the A68. It will mean

convince sceptics. `We are saying she's a Glaucous but not swearing it until customs say she

Electric fixed it for cerebral palsy sufferer Glen McQuilling to take a flight in its overhead-line

the next day, but I love the North and am glad to fit Sunderland in.' It's Magic

schemes such as the ones at Milford and Glastonbury houses have proved to be some of the housing

Gardens, Hartlepool, who was found dead in Glasgow on Monday, died from natural causes, a

overs' batting to the close. John Glendenen was dropped at gully on two and also survived

nine, were taken by ambulance to Ysbyty Glan Clwyd. A hospital spokeswoman said

S oh so that would be S blank E blank S? Glowing players in court, is that what you said

Escort? Mm? Did you see the Escort? It's gleaming isn't it? It is. Aye. Have a look at it

had a dying fall. `Talking of past glories ,' I said. `Did you know Mrs Hobbs was once

like a shell; in its depths, pale amethyst glinted . Mr Hobbs put his hand in his pocket.

gallery. Smith, 20, from Cheltenham, Glos , and Winter, 19, from nearby Bishops Cleeve

` He broke off abruptly, and Doyle glanced round as the sleepy shape of Stone's young

door to the room opened and Chris Evans glanced out, checked the identity of the waiter

imagination be a camera… This is the globe of the world, a glittering blue and white

arguing with it - when Masklin walked up he glared at him and said, `It won't do what I tell

catapult elastic into the fracture of, say, glass . Whether or not something of the sort put

Lancaster bomber. `What's it made of?' ` Glass sir.' `GLASS! -GLASS! I won't have you

roughly the strength of common or domestic glass . Griffith therefore postulated that ordinary

Devitrification is almost universal in ancient glasses which were usually badly made in the first

is generally even lower than that of bulk glass and in their crude state most of the non-metallic

A completely brittle material like glass is reasonably safe as long as we are content

kept to a reasonable figure and that enough gliders arrived in France in adequate structural

from the gut lumen to the blood. At first glance , it would seem logical to add as much salt

surface of the gut epithelial cells, but these glucose units are immediately absorbed by the sodium

include 7.99% for five years from Cheltenham & Gloucester , 7.25% for two years from Nationwide and

meticulous and loving care and shone with glossy new paint of the dark green picked out

back, holding a pint in one hand and her glass of wine in the other. He also had a plastic-covered

clang of metal and a shattering crash of glass caused them all to spin round. The waitress

the means of acquiring it. While her eyes glazed with panic, his sparkled ironically. Their

Watford will have little time to bask in their glory - manager Steve Perryman has pulled them

his third goal of the season to steal the glory , but the clutch of young talent at the

true self, his human face off but his dark glasses still on. The rocking carried on.

their League games since their night of glory at Anfield. INSPYRED CHOICE BOSS Chris

problem provided the walker sticks to the glen paths, but a prior check with the estates

finest, who issue their `When In Heaven' / ` Glittery Dust' 45 on One Little Indian in two weeks



forest onto a road and ends nearby at the Glenoo Bridge over the Colebrooke River on the

hotel chiefs. Barmen are often asked for glasses and ice to go with drinks bought at supermarts

, sporting a leopardskin outfit and dark glasses , shared the same Virgin flight. They

bottles of whisky - one squarish, one round - glasses , and a jug of water kept clean with a small

not to dig DOWN but to build UP. Glory, glory LINFORD Christie's dad was `in gloryland

civic leaders and medical experts from Mid Glamorgan council, who are helping handicapped children

stolen. The weather outlook is just as gloomy for today. Forecast for the final day of

sheet, it was terrifying. `I'm just glad it landed on the stage and not on the audience

estranged husband, Mick Jagger. - Lone glory for Brits I LAUGHED when I heard Jacques

Burrell. Frank Dick, Britain's national coach, glowed : `Linford has still got another gear

until the end.' REDGRAVE: Snub Goran glee GORAN Ivanisevic guaranteed Croatia an

Radcliffe-Brown, who sought to explain the global distribution of mummification and other

depending on features and size of the unit.
GLOBETROTT
ER

OFFERS GLOBESUPPORT REMOTE SUPPORT 
PROGRAMME

28.8Gb disk. GLEAMS OF HOPE AMIDST 
THE THE GLOOM

OVER GALWAY AFTER DEC's DEPARTURE 
Plants

CM1 1LX, priced £6 including postage. Glider club makes compromise offer A GLIDER

taking 122 balls and including ten fours, gloved to short-leg a delivery from Jayananda

photographs: they were emplaced as a result of glaciotectonic action during the Anglian glaciation. The

in science and commerce. The accuracy of global field models depends on the worldwide network

nor of the regular daily variations in the global field, nor of disturbances in the field

particular location are computed using a global or regional model of the field. During
CRAFTS BOOKS & STATIONERY CARDS & 
GIFTWRAP 91 GLOUCESTER GREEN, OXFORD TELEPHONE Branches at

With the help of KYNAR 500, Stockholm's Globe will be our contribution to performers

detect that narrowing of the eyes, a dark glimmer , a deep throated chuckle at the thought

eggs. In the morning they'd knocked the glass down and scoffed the lot. On the

it's a sad errand that's brought me!' She glanced out of the window, to see that the wintry

One was expecting a baby. The other took a gloomy view of the situation. Why should the poor

but impressive Dutchman , had just opened. Glenda Jackson had already been approached for

affects my willpower! Also, I make my two glasses of wine go further by adding sparkling

remember, mam.' She moved to the door and glanced back, warming to her mother, it was not

this last collection if `Suck You Dry', a glorious slab of grunge that opens with the innocent

door in a hospital was an ugly sign. My gloom grew gloomier. `Good evening, Sister.'

start shaking. That's why in one way I'm glad to have been passed over. Of course, in

never fainted before. Here, what's in the glass ?' `Brandy,' said Joe. `Mister

and he hardly moved except to bring the glass to his lips. Then a bearded man in a bowler

bushes, through which one could see the glimmer of the sea and the northernmost hill of

Germany's biggest publisher of weighty and glossy art books, which even issues separate catalogues

scholarly series to cover medieval stained glass in Northern Germany (DM395). Apart from

named `Pioneer'. During the visit a glimpse of the future Garratt type locomotive was

fortunate enough to come to the Chewton Glen , it has to be right… the standard is so

and Moira Huntly talk from their studio in Gloucestershire
. (ABOVE) LETTERS LETTER OF THE MONTH 
PRIZE

to take us to a museum. That must be why Glasgow has so many museums. Saturday I can't believe

anxiety. Fearful of opposing Richard of Gloucester however until she had her sons in her charge

What mean you, my lady?' `Richard of Gloucester has never been one to allow his heart to



words, her uneasy reference to Richard of Gloucester , when commanded to relinquish her younger

length ` - I cannot believe that my lord of Gloucester , being your uncle and the acknowledged

when a criminal hurled a house brick at the glass ? This isn't a common practice, however,

constraint, indicating a plethora of new glue
somewhere? Even the great binders can 
occasionally

left-arm bowler is doing a sound job for Gloucestershire ; but Glamorgan have been left without a

to talk about, too. The world was not the global village we are used to today. With petrol

fast bowler Frank McHugh in 1952 to join Gloucestershire . Andy Wilson came before him, Bobby Etheridge

in the first quarter of 1993. There are gloomy signs elsewhere. The balance of trade is

exon 3 can splice with exon 4 to encode a glycine across the splice junction and maintain

of numbering system); and Thr25 (to Val, Gln or Asn), which is hydrogen-bonded to N7

uptake carrier. For Fig.4 g , the minimum [ Glu ] is given by , where V m is membrane potential

influx at synapses that are not releasing glutamate (when other active synapses depolarize

aside: The word `swelling' is sometimes glossed by comparison with a stage thronged with

spherical. It is in a constant shimmer of glinting silver movement as the countless small

summer, and so rarely see a shag in all its glory . As the `laar' (breath) of wind is

guillemots, little auks, pink-footed geese and glaucous gulls share cliff habitats, while inland

ahead, full of blurred shapes and pitiful glances . The Age of Pie'oh'pah, perhaps. The time

mountains, either by mixing it with waste in glass , or by burning it away in special reactors

by their preachers to join Afghanistan's glorious war against the communist infidels. Now

of sullen flame flaring suddenly in the gloom . Tabitha struggled up on her knees

were mountains all around us: mountains and glaciers , and curious seabirds and dolphins and

geologic plates met. Ahead of me, in the glorious sunset, was the level and quite stable

black upon black, with deep-down submerged glowglobes - was solid or deceitful. Now the surrounding

Boar Squad?' asked d'Arquebus with a mad gleam in his eye. This prospect pressed

These may include night sweats, swollen glands , weight loss or a persistent cough. These

frivolous, brightly coloured things. A long, glittering scarf was draped round her neck. She began

lock up…' The Marshal sat down in the gloom at the plushcovered table and faced the

bordering Glen Dessarry, a short walk up this glen should be taken. Here, in grim surroundings

remember it in Billy's face - the gleam, the gleeful mobility. By their expressions shall you

anything could come between them. The loving glances and the warmth of affection of a couple

that pours out from the kitchen and opaque glass bricks for the toilet walls. Wagamama was

when taking photographs. Likewise the end glasses , as angled shots at the ends of the tank

mature fish displays a burnished metallic glow to its body which is superb in a courting

witticism, and followed him to a tank of Koi. He glanced around to make sure everyone was listening

twilight into flakes of fire' as I cycled up Gleann Meinich. The whole north flank is steep

MIRROR IMAGE Flat sheets of mirror glass and square or arched panels come in two

pedlars, and were used mainly as looking glasses . The first English factory to manufacture

Mutford hundreds, Suffolk, permit a rare glimpse of the mechanics by which many assessments

underpants, a unisex balaclava and a pair of glove liners. This range also includes women

adjustment. Suitable for people who wear glasses . Size: 4in × 3.25in Weight: 10.5oz. Exit

they stood as if still joined together, glued by some adhesive force from outside the

flanges painted with esoteric, exorcistic glyphs . Jaq drew Meh'Lindi's attention to

and, best of all, sweetest of all, most glorious and wondrous of all, the modest teasing

just north of Fleurus, the sky was clear as glass . Larks tumbled in song above the roads



An' greased their palms so liberally their glasses kept sliding out of their 'ands.'

pricked, tack gleaming, stirrups and bits glittering . Daisy marvelled at the shifting

now having been passed, he suggested to Gladstone that there ought to be more enfranchisement

and good health, conveyed by `bright', ` glittering ', `blithe', `spring', `steaming', `merrily

well as Roberto, with the gun, suggests the glee of someone who has broken the bonds of

also a dingily respectable thoroughfare in Glasgow , and it is there that Prentice beds his

bridle which also absorbed the strain on glass fibre spars. In one move, there was a new

deepens with a steady push from behind, glance at the ASI, full throttle, speed building

Kevin Brown read the letter she brought and glowered . `You're making a mistake, Agent

She did not then wish us to meet and I am glad that she did not - for us in Greece it

while Ivy fidgeted with her bread and kept glancing at her chest. The smallest French phrase

trip was to Thásos, and I was particularly glad that she would go there as it entails flying

such a dazzling sight that few mortals ever glimpsed him in detail, and he was known to have

commemorate the anniversary of his death at Glasgow King Tut's Wah Wah Hut GIL SCOTT-HERON

runners need carbohydrate. This produces glycogen , the fuel muscles burn during exercise.

menace. But that dissolved in a United goal glut . Lee Hurst had just delivered City

pheromone androsterone from their underarm glands , 50 to 60 per cent of males cannot even

with his dark, youthful good looks, and glamorous Tracey were the ideal screen couple.

of stadium rock Simple Minds are offering Glittering Prize (Virgin), featuring their hits from

Zimbabwean border to Victoria Falls. One glimpse of the world's most spectacular waterfall

A survey of 4,020 such companies by Glasgow-based JDH Consultants shows that several hundred

Twenty people have died on the treacherous glacier
which we have to scramble up and down 
transporting

Bond (phone 0903 204631) £1,043; Mercury Global Bond (071-280 2060) £1,037; Britannia Life

watchdogs that his sons were `overcharged.' Gloucestershire trading standards officers moved in immediately

pleasure in the tales of his deep, working,
glittering-
tongued Welsh past. It was wonderful to him. It

this fashionable `insecurity' is a very glib key which seems to fit every known lock

town preacher but, in order that `God's glory [be] set forth and the people brought into

stout fin spines too, which have poison glands at the base. Best and happiest in shoals

temperature in °F and °C is shown by the glowing square pages 63-64 missing PFK PROJECTS

and celebratory gesture that says, `We're glad you're still around'. Social life

ask is for that fact to be accepted, not glossed over by their family and society, and then

191 cals per pie. Stir 25g (1oz) chopped glacé cherries, 25g (1oz) chopped walnuts and

them out. Centuries before Elijah, Joshua glimpsed the same syncretistic tendencies in Israel

would understand everything I said. I was glad he was there; there were things it was

sterilising bowl, the naughty smack of rubber gloves . And Morton talking, talking. `I lie beautifully

just stared at him across the top of his glass . `Yeah, I know,' Mitch said. `Stupid

Cheddar. What else? White Cheshire. Double Gloucester . Danish Blue - ah! And wait a minute… Sage

running away, but even that had lost its glory . Worn out by hunger and fatigue, she slipped

Hilbert's death and of Ecalpemos, had been glorious from April till September. If it had been

said. Having secured the tables and the glasses , he had peered at the dark discoloured

economy will collapse and finally after severe global recession and famine, not only will population

refrigerator, found some luncheon meat, a glass of milk and a cardboard cup of ice cream

husband was coming out, and the crash of a glass ornament warned him that there was probably

and sells at £3.50. The same wine sold per glass (6 per bottle) is priced at 60p per glass



When I first knew Emerson, the days of his glory were in the past. He was still driving

provided with glass eyes and placed under a glass dome to sit between the feet of the auto-icon

would gather about the set hoping to catch a glimpse of the stars. Jimmy Dean gave them more

560Mbps and will link South America to the global optical fibre network via the existing

of the year - one in the West, possibly Glasgow , and the other in the North, probably Sterling

way from Weatherbury. But, Frank, are you glad to see me? Frank, when will it be?'

reality was that the decision in Bromley v. GLC was one which no one wished to be bound

covered with blue oil. She had thrown away her gloves . `That's it,' she announced proudly

on the sideline, carrying a flask which glinted in the chilly sunlight. It was obvious

curling, eyes sparkling. She bent. Something glistening through grass. The woman picked it up.

with viewers switching between channels to glean the latest news from America, that Verity

just sense enough to refuse to have her glass refilled. `Don't you ever-?'

longer: she drank a cup of coffee and two glasses of cold water, put some money in her pocket

their cars. Therese took in Flavia's gleaming silk shirt and eager face. `You're looking

seemed to see a jut of walls and pinnacles, glimmering like hard edges of light. `That is

the throat, that she could see through the glass rubble. Not easily - shapes were misty

the ceiling next to the hole continued to glow . The patch grew, like a spreading stain

Doctor, however, seemed not to be awed by the glowing tangle. He walked along its edge, his lips

were of no importance. " Who?" He glanced at me sharply. " Doris I suppose that's

producing contact dermatitis, and sensitivity to gluten - a protein found in wheat - producing

same shows Mm Yes and sometimes they go to Glasgow first Mhm and then they go to Edinburgh

awards I mean we haven't had too much to gloat about have we? this, this is what the m

don't smoke? I mean, I know that's what Glasgow two thousand, we , various people here

through various increasingly handsome although gloomy back streets, until she arrives at the

was already casting a faint red ominous glow : from forensic psychiatrist Edgar Lintot

holiday as this and rather doubted it. He was glad , at any rate, that he had been able to

focus of considerable research. And they can gloss over the social forces that contribute

University, Strathclyde University and the Glasgow Community Health Resource Unit. (Martin

productive subject in popular music, we may see glimpses here of new kinds of mass or collective

clichéd form (for instance grass `growls' and glissandos ); most dance-band `improvised' solos are

kind of movements I was looking for, I'm glad we did it in two - I don't think the cricketer

protect them. `Silly bastard,' says Glynn Reynolds. `Thinks he's Clint Eastwood or

adrenal glands to produce mood-elevating glucocorticoids (hence the high of sexual attraction).

. The buildings were made of plastic and glass on a plexiglass base, detailed at the front

shot or effect. Again basically plastic and glass , with painted and sculpted detail, the

lamellosa might be expected to select B. glandula in preference to M. edulis on the shore

chopped liver. It was my first taste and glimpse of a world beyond potted meat from Perkins

seeking no liturgy: drying to cowbreath a gloss on the hide. OUT OF THE DARK I am the last

's leading marksman?" asked the captain, glancing inquiringly at Chuck and Joseph in turn

side by side through the cool bright jungle glades ; sometimes she had allowed her horse to

across the sky, and the shadows beyond the glow of the hurricane lamps immediately began

stood the tall windows, in fives, and the glimpsed interiors always the colour of watery gravy

itself was going to be the disco area, with a glitterball and nets of balloons overhead and several

for a change, would put a little bit of gloss on it instead of actually bringing up the



operation is more effective in resolving glue ear than in younger children, in whom such

Windows apps, like some games, are real gluttons when it comes to hard disk space. There

location with solutions made from water gleaned from melted snow. Miss Murdock, who

. Since the 1940s there has been a global transition in health, with a rapid emergence

this report, we describe isolation of silk gland EF-1&agr; cDNA clones and nucleotide sequence

Retrospective analysis of patients first seen in the Glasgow Blood Pressure Clinic between 1972 and

estimation) was used to measure the level of glycaemic control for each patient. All samples were

Timetable No 460.60) and continues beyond the Glaubenbuelen Pass (1,611m, 5,284ft), on a zigzag descent

buffer 3: 20 mM Hepes (pH 7.9), 20% (v/v) glycerol , 5 mM MgCl 2 , 3 mM DTT, 0.2 mM PMSF.

Celtic quarters, I cannot see him leaving Glamorgan . If the gritty Hugh is away opening

Somerset looked rather a better bet than Gloucestershire . It is hard to revise that opinion, having

undermining the cliffs, though it was the glacier , shreds only of which are left, that eventually

down. Cigarette?' She took off her glove before removing one from the pack I held

Pilkingtons dominated its core markets, glass and insulation, a dominance underpinned

historically inherited forms, and a mere glimpse of the possibilities of industrial culture

cold vintage champagne. After a couple of glasses I think you'll be ready for round two.'

ever to take him at face value. He glanced at his Rolex and closed his eyes. Then,

case, I slipped into that role quickly, glad to be useful. There was some truth in Jean-Claude

enclosure. The large counties of Warwickshire, Gloucestershire and Wiltshire, which form a solid block

Georgian red-brick houses with white doorways gleaming across the home meadow. It is easy enough

walked over to the barman who was wiping glasses . As he started back to the table, the music

alcohol to dull the nerves; no soothing glow to warm the chill of despair into a muddled

short messages from home, the frustrating glimpses of Jill and my parents on video still spurred

la carte items are Beluga caviar with a glass of Russian vodka at £75 and Torbay lobster

of white women living with men. Findings gleaned from these research literatures provide

afterwards? All right, Captain, dismissed.' When Glen had gone, Mortimer rose, and took his Browning

probably in two or three places. Richmann glared back down the road at the settling dust

altered the angle of the torch. A faint glistening showed up on the surface of the carvings

to tell with these things,' he finished gloomily . `You're telling me,' she said.

they were supporting a fine book. He was glad she thought he had been cool. He decided

surprised. She really did look fearfully glamorous and so… well, I suppose the word is sophisticated

apartment.' `Say, you're good.' ` Glad you're satisfied.' `I'm afraid I

elaborately carved mahogany frame. The silvered glass was faintly green in places and speckled

medieval roofs were slicked and sharpened to glistening ochre, tangerine, and brown. Then it was

to die anyway ! The inhuman guard glared at her. What else could she do but go on

now.' That afternoon three pairs of gloves , in lilac, dove grey and white kid, were

sewing-bench in the old days, but we're glad to have it. Sometimes we sit down as many

came over the wall - and there's broken glass along the top.' `'Scuse me, sir -

she was leaving. She felt inside to the glass plate on the right and swept three switches

awful. I turned over the ashes, found the glow within the crust, added some kindling and


